Engaging
older men...
Barriers and strategies
for health and community services
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Barriers
faced by older men
accessing services
Research indicates there are unique help
seeking barriers preventing men from
seeking support.
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Strategies
to engage
older men

Services can successfully engage
older men by adapting support
programs to address the
barriers faced by older men.
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Strategies
4 During appointments, ask rather than tell. Ask,
‘Could you tell me about…?’ rather than ‘What you
need to do is…’

1 Provide a single contact within an agency. Men often
feel shame when they admit they need support.
Repeating his story to different workers compounds
this shame, generates higher levels of mistrust,
and significantly decreases the likelihood of him
accepting further referrals.

5 Be patient. Brain neural pathways weaken with age,
so it can take more time for older people to process
and respond to information. It does not mean their
capacity to do mental and physical tasks cannot be
achieved.

2 Men often seek consultation rather than consolation.
Respect their need for actionable goals and work
together with them on this.

6 If a man refuses assistance, offer attention and
support to explore his perceptions, concerns and
reasons for refusal to better understand him. Allow
men to choose the time when they are ready to talk
about their experience.

3 Value the opportunity to learn and share their life
experiences rather than judge them for their current
state. Indicate genuine interest and use encouraging
statements such as ‘you have so much to offer’, or
‘it’s valuable for us to hear about your experiences
with this situation’.
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Start by choosing the
strategies that can
produce the biggest
change in your service.

Strategies
1 Older men need to trust you. Take time to get to
know him and his story. Developing a connection
is the first step in encouraging older men to
engage with you.
2 While he may refuse support now, building a
trusting relationship will mean he will access
your service when he is ready.
3 Ask men what they want. Organised social
activities that cater to women’s interests, or
activities that involve a lot of women may not
be what they want. Older men prefer to engage
in meaningful activity with other men.

Strategies
1 Understanding the impact retirement has on
older men provides clues as to how to engage
older men.
2 Recognise they are still capable of making
a contribution to the wider community, and
encourage them to do so.
3 Don’t fall into the trap of ageism. The older
generation have had extraordinary lives and
deserve to be treated with respect and dignity
for their amazing contributions to our
communities.

For more resources, visit www.tomnet.org.au
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“There are many
circumstances why we
come here. It’s a great
thing to be involved in.
I love every second of it.”
– Peter

Where to go
for help
TOMNET Toowoomba
223 Hume Street
Toowoomba, Qld 4350
PO Box 7801
Toowoomba South, Qld 4350
Phone: 07 4638 9080
Email: admin@tomnet.org.au

www.tomnet.org.au
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ways TOMNET supports older
men in the community

Members provide peer support to:
1

Male residents in aged care facilities
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Isolated, at risk older men through home visits
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Isolated Members through telephone support
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New and established Affiliate Groups
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Disadvantaged youth by sharing skills and mentoring

TOMNET has affiliate groups
in Toowoomba, Brisbane,
Bundaberg, Crows Nest,
Goondiwindi, Highfields,
Inglewood, Millmerran,
Mt Gravatt, Oakey, Roma
and Tara.
If you are thinking about
suicide or experiencing
a personal crisis, help
is available.

FOR IMMEDIATE CRISIS
HELP 24 HOURS A DAY,
CALL LIFELINE 13 11 14
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CALL 000
(EMERGENCY SERVICES)
IF LIFE IS IN DANGER

